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SAGINAW LUTHERAN SCHOOLS SPELLING BEE 
EASY WORDS 

 
1.  common D:  of all, from all, by all 

S:  It was common knowledge that an eclipse would occur. 
2.  onion D:  a bulb-like root, eaten raw or used in cooking 

S:  Chop the onion and add it to the meat. 
3.  lighting D:  giving off light; providing with light 

S:  The lamp bathed the room with subdued lighting. 
4.  deadly D:  causing or tending to cause death; extremely accurate 

S:  The warrior’s dart contained a deadly poison. 
5.  anything D:  a thing; whatever; a thing of any kind 

S:  She couldn’t find anything appropriate to wear. 
6.  bragging D:  speaking boastfully or arrogantly 

S:  The undefeated boxer was continually bragging about his record. 
7.  cardboard D:  a thin stiff pasteboard, used for signs, boxes, etc. 

S:  The cardboard was perfect for making signs for the election. 
8.  runaway D:  a person or animal that runs away 

S:  The runaway regretted his actions and returned home the next day. 
9.  system D:  arrangement; order; method 

S:  She needed to develop a better system for doing her homework. 
10.  covered D:  put a layer of something on 

S:  Mother covered the table with a cloth. 
11.  wearing D:  carrying clothes on oneself 

S:  The boy was wearing new shoes. 
12.  shining D:  glistening or splendid 

S:  The sun was shining brightly. 
13.  doctor D:  a medical practitioner 

S:  The doctor treated his wound. 
14.  lagged D:  moved slowly; fell behind 

S:  The tired runner lagged far behind the other racers. 
15.  bought D:  purchased 

S:  The children bought their school supplies today. 
16.  porch D:  a covered entrance to a doorway 

S:  We stood on the porch during the rain. 
17.  robbed D:  to take away from by the use of force or violence; taken from 

S:  Two men robbed the jewelry store in broad daylight. 
18.  chopped D:  cut by quick blows with something sharp 

S:  The fireman chopped down the door. 
19.  trapping D:  to catch as in a trap 

S:  The Pharisees tried trapping Jesus but it didn’t work. 
20.  swimming D:  moving through water by movements of the arms and legs 

S:  He went swimming in the lake during the summer. 
21.  blended D:  to mix or mingle 

S:  She blended all the ingredients together in the bowl. 
22.  foggy D:  fully of fog; misty 

S:  They could hardly see because it was so foggy. 
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23.  landlord D:  a person who rents or leases land or houses to others 
S:  We paid our landlord the monthly rent. 

24.  switch D:  to move as from one to another 
S:  The train will switch tracks before the nest town. 

25.  firemen D:  a group of men whose work is to fight fires 
S:  The firemen put the fire out. 

26.  twelve D:  the cardinal number between eleven and thirteen 
S:  She is twelve years old today. 

27.  ragged D:  shabby or torn from wear 
S:  The homeless person’s clothes were very ragged. 

28.  tipped D:  to overturn or upset 
S:  The little boy tipped over his glass of milk. 

29.  lining D:  the material covering the inner surface 
S:  The lining of the hat was made of silk. 

30.  melon D:  the large, juicy, many seeded fruit of certain trailing plants 
S:  He went to get a melon out of the garden. 

31.  clapped D:  to make a sudden, explosive sound  
S:  When he clapped his hands, everybody jumped. 

32.  tripped D:  to stumble by catching the foot 
S:  He tripped over the first step. 

33.  largely D:  much; in great amounts 
S:  She was largely to blame for the accident. 

34.  muskrat D:  a North American rodent especially known for its musk-like odor 
S:  They ran over a muskrat when they were driving down the road. 

35.  shedding D:  to cause to flow; let fall in drops 
S:  She shedding tears for her dying brother. 

36.  groaned D:  make a noise of anguish 
S:  He groaned as he saw his team lose the game. 

37.  floating D:  not sinking in water or any other liquid 
S:  The boat started floating away. 

38.  riding D:  to be carried along or a horse or in a vehicle 
S:  We went horseback riding on vacation. 

39.  cousin D:  son or daughter of an uncle or aunt 
S:  My little cousin is coming tomorrow. 

40.  striking D:  remarkable; attracting attention 
S:  The older gentleman was very striking in his Civil War uniform. 

41.  trimmed D:  make neat 
S:  The gardener trimmed the bushes this afternoon. 

42.  skating D:  to glide on skates; to slide or move on skates 
S:  Mary was skating across the rink with grace. 

43.  newly D:  lately; recently 
S:  The newly married couple bought a car. 

44.  hymns D:  songs of praise and thanksgiving to God 
S:  At church, we sing hymns of praise to God. 

45.  flying D:  moving through he air with or as if with wings 
S:  The 747 was flying over Nebraska when the engines quit. 

46.  awful D:  extremely disagreeable or objectionable 
S:  The alley cat made an awful mess. 
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47.  skinned D:  removed or lost skin from your body 
S:  I skinned my elbow when I flew on the ground. 

48.  noise D:  loud, confused, or senseless shouting 
S:  The noise in the room was very distracting. 

49.  seventh D:  in a series, the one coming after sixth 
S:  He was the seventh person to ask that question. 

50.  carrying D:  to pick up something and move it 
S:  John is carrying the boxes. 

51.  between D:  in the space that separates two things 
S:  There is a great difference between arithmetic and algebra. 

52.  jammed D:  to squeeze into or through a small space 
S:  The little boy jammed his hands in to the pockets of his pants. 

53.  thrilling D:  to fill or cause to feel strong excitement 
S:  We watched the thrilling double play that ended the baseball game. 

54.  tiresome D:  tiring; boring 
S:  Folding six hundred letters was a tiresome activity. 

55.  across D:  from one side to the other; on the other side 
S:  We sat across the table from the basketball player. 

56.  buggy D:  a vehicle pulled by horses 
S:  We rode in a horse-drawn buggy on Mackinaw Island. 

57.  chimed D:  to sound as a chime; to sound in harmony 
S:  All of the students chimed in with their answers. 

58.  coasting D:  to move without a motor or pedal power 
S:  We pedaled our bikes up the hill and then enjoyed coasting down the 

other side. 
59.  early D:  not late 

S:  It is nice to get homework done early. 
60.  custom D:  traditions; what one usually does 

S:  What is one special custom that your family does at Christmas? 
61.  whose D:  that or those belonging to who 

S:  Whose book is that? 
62.  whom D:  objective form of who 

S:  To whom did you send the materials? 
63.  ridden D:  the participle form of ride 

S:  We had ridden horses before. 
64.  about D:  around; on the outside of 

S:  We walked about the park. 
65.  daisies D:  a type of flowers 

S:  The daisies are a type of flower that looks good in a bouquet. 
66.  crowd D:  a large group of people 

S:  The crowd gathered outside of the stadium to cheer for the team. 
67.  young D:  of a small age; not old 

S:  The young child was three years old today. 
68.  while D:  during or throughout the time that 

S:  We talked and laughed throughout the meal. 
69.  ribbon D:  piece of fabric; long stretch of something 

S:  Mother wove the ribbon into the hair of the girl. 
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70.  afraid D:  to fear something 
S:  After hearing the loud noises, he was afraid to go into the basement. 

71.  darkened D:  not much light 
S:  We pulled the shades, darkened the room, and watched the video. 

72.  rising D:  going upward 
S:  The hot air balloon was rising into the sky. 

73.  which D:  what one of the persons, events, or things mentioned 
S:  Which one of you will volunteer to help the kindergartners? 

74.  result D:  the end of something 
S:  What was the result of the Spelling Bee? 

75.  again D:  to do something once more 
S:  We will have to do the work once again. 

76.  whatever D:  what; used for emphasis 
S:  We will do whatever is required of us to get the job done. 

77.  remodel D:  to fix again 
S:  The new homeowners will remodel the kitchen. 

78.  almighty D:  all powerful; omnipotent 
S:  God is our almighty Father. 

79.  defame D:  to destroy one’s good name; gossip 
S:  The Eighth Commandment forbids us to defame our neighbor. 

80.  court D:  a legal body which makes decisions concerning the law 
S:  If you cannot solve the problem, take it to court. 

81.  rocky D:  filled with rocks 
S:  We hiked over the rocky path. 

82.  released D:  to let go 
S:  After receiving a pardon, the prisoner was released. 

83.  almost D:  very nearly; all but 
S:  We are almost finished with lunch. 

84.  delivered D:  to bring 
S:  The postman delivered the mail by 11 a.m. 

85.  costume D:  a style of dress of a certain period of time; often worn to a special 
occasion 

S:  What costume will you wear to the party? 
86.  waiting D:  the act of one who waits; a period of time 

S:  We will be waiting about one hour for the car to be finished. 
87.  recently D:  done or made just before the present time 

S:  The construction was completed recently. 
88.  among D:  in the company of; surrounded by 

S:  We will be among the six people going on the trip. 
89.  densely D:  packed closely together 

S:  The densely packed brown sugar didn’t want to fall out of the cup. 
90.  corner D:  where two sides come together 

S:  The corner of a room forms a right angle. 
91.  sadness D:  not happy; feeling sorry; feeling blue 

S:  When the puppy ran away, we felt sadness. 
92.  victim D:  someone or something hurt or destroyed 

S:  The victim appeared in court to testify against the thief. 
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93.  reason D:  why something is done 
S:  What is the reason for your being late? 

94.  ankle D:  the joint that connects the foot and the calf 
S:  While running in the race, I sprained my ankle. 

95.  develop D:  to cause to become larger, better, stronger 
S:  The heat and humidity was cause clouds to develop. 

96.  cooled D:  to reduce the heat 
S:  We cooled off by jumping into the pool. 

97.  safely D:  without fear of danger 
S:  We crossed the raging river safely by using the bridge. 

98.  variety D:  having several of something 
S:  There are a variety of sizes and colors to choose from. 

99.  rainbow D:  colors formed by droplets of water 
S:  God placed a rainbow in the sky to remind us of His promise. 

100.  digging D:  to move materials around 
S:  The dog was digging in the flower garden so he could bury his bone. 

101.  convict D:  to prove a person guilty 
S:  The jury will convict the man of robbery. 

102.  salary D:  a wage that is earned 
S:  The employee was given a salary raise. 

103.  unpleasant D:  not pleasant 
S:  The unpleasant odor was coming from rotten eggs. 

104.  railroad D:  tracks that carry a train 
S:  The railroad ties needed some repair. 

105.  arose D:  get up; rise 
S:  I arose at 6 a.m. to go fishing. 

106.  dipped D:  put into something 
S:  We dipped the strawberries into melted chocolate. 

107.  unknown D:  not known 
S:  The cause of the disease is unknown. 

108.  scanning D:  to look over something quickly 
S:  He was scanning the newspaper for the announcement. 

109.  arrived D:  to get where you are going 
S:  We arrived at the church on time. 

110.  distance D:  how far it is from one point to the other 
S:  What is the distance between Saginaw and Detroit? 

111.  grandmother D:  the mother of one’s mother or father 
S:  My grandmother bakes the best cookies. 

112.  unexpected D:  not expected 
S:  His visit was unexpected. 

113.  score D:  a scratch, mark, incision; a grade given; number of points made 
S:  What was the score of the basketball game? 

114.  pitiful D:  sad in appearance 
S:  We looked pitiful after being splashed with the mud. 

115.  district D:  a geographical or political division 
S:  In which school district do you live? 

116.  seaweed D:  plants that grow under water 
S:  While swimming, I got some seaweed caught on my foot. 
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117.  awhile D:  for a period of time 
S:  Sit and visit with me for awhile. 

118.  understand D:  to know something 
S:  After studying math, you will understand the basic facts. 

119.  plainly D:  not decorated; clearly 
S:  We put the present in a plainly wrapped package. 

120.  divided D:  to put into groups 
S:  We divided the pie into eight equal parts. 

121.  group D:  a number of persons or things gathered together 
S:  We took the picture in one large group. 

122.  secure D:  to fasten tightly 
S:  We will need to secure the tent spikes into the ground. 

123.  babies D:  the very young; infants 
S:  There are six babies in the new infant nursery in the hospital. 

124.  umpire D:  one who referees a game 
S:  The umpire called balls and strikes at the baseball game. 

125.  platform D:  a raised area usually used to stand on 
S:  The politician stood on the platform to give his speech. 

126.  dizzy D:  light-headed; not clear 
S:  The man got up suddenly and his head felt dizzy. 

127.  habit D:  something done over and over again 
S:  Some people bite their fingernails, that is a bad habit. 

128.  servant D:  one who serves 
S:  The servant brought in the food and placed it on the table. 

129.  bacon D:  a type of meat that comes from a pig 
S:  Many people like bacon, lettuce, and tomato sandwiches. 

130.  typing D:  to write with a typewriter 
S:  The secretary was typing the letters. 

131.  ponies D:  young horses 
S:  The ponies were running in the pasture. 

132.  happiness D:  feeling joy 
S:  The happiness of the bride and groom was evident. 

133.  baking D:  to cook something 
S:  We were baking chocolate chip cookies. 

134.  downtown D:  in the middle of the town 
S:  The best shops were located downtown. 

135.  hardly D:  with difficulty; only just  
S:  We were hardly done when the doorbell rang. 

136.  sewer D:  a pipe or drain used to carry off water or waste 
S:  The sewer pipe had a slight crack and needed repair. 

137.  balloon D:  a large airtight bag that may rise from the earth 
S:  The balloon was filled with helium. 

138.  turned D:  to move about a center 
S:  The car turned the corner. 

139.  prepare D:  get ready 
S:  We will prepare for dinner by washing our hands. 

140.  dozen D:  twelve of something 
S:  There are twelve eggs in a dozen. 
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141.  healthy D:  feeling good; not sick 
S:  Even a healthy person should see the doctor for a physical examination. 

142.  shaken D:  participle of shake 
S:  After the cream was shaken, we could make the dessert. 

143.  barrel D:  a container usually made of wood 
S:  The barrel was filled with pickles. 

144.  turkey D:  a large bird 
S:  Most Thanksgiving dinners feature a roast turkey. 

145.  proud D:  feel good about accomplishments 
S:  Your parents will feel proud about all the good things you do. 

146.  dreamed D:  not reality 
S:  I dreamed of being President of the United States. 

147.  hereafter D:  from now on; in the future 
S:  Hereafter, you will address her as Madam President. 

148.  basement D:  beneath the main floor 
S:  We store many boxes in the basement. 

149.  trumpet D:  a musical instrument like a cornet or bugle 
S:  The trumpet player played The Star Spangled Banner before the 
     game began. 

150.  public D:  out in the open; not private 
S:  We stood in the public square and handed out flyers about our lost dog. 

151.  earth D:  dirt; soil 
S:  The farmer planted seeds in the earth. 

152.  herself D:  reflexive pronoun of she 
S:  She did the work herself. 

153.  basket D:  a container usually made of woven material 
S:  We placed the fresh flowers in a basket. 

154.  truly D:  surely; absolutely 
S:  He is truly the funniest comedian I have ever seen. 

155.  quickly D: fast; rapidly 
S:  We quickly add the warm chocolate chip cookies. 

156.  empty D:  not full; nothing there 
S:  The refrigerator was empty so we ate at a restaurant. 

157.  because D:  for the reason or cause that; since 
S:  Because it is raining, we had to play in our room. 

158.  himself D:  reflexive pronoun of he 
S:  He will play the role himself. 

159.  shipper D:  one who ships materials from one place to another 
S:  The shipper assured us the package would arrive on time. 

160.  pilot D:  one who steers or navigates an airplane 
S:  The pilot checked all of the gauges and parts on the plane. 

161.  error D:  wrong 
S:  The accountant made an error in totally the column of numbers. 

162.  becoming D:  that which is suitable or appropriate 
S:  That red color is very becoming on you. 

163.  hissing D:  sound made like the release of air 
S:  The hissing of the snake scared me. 
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164.  shoemaker D:  one who makes shoes 
S:  The shoemaker made a special pair of shoes for me. 

165.  thinner D:  of relatively little depth or extent from side to side 
S:  The silk material is thinner than cotton. 

166.  picture D:  a likeness of an object, person, or event 
S:  We took a picture of the wedding ceremony. 

167.  evening D:  nighttime 
S:  In the evening, we like to take a walk. 

168.  before D:  ahead; in front 
S:  We will finish the assignment before we go to lunch.  

169.  homeward D:  going home 
S:  We were homeward bound after the play. 

170.  should D:  used to show an obligation or duty 
S:  We should do our work before we play. 

171.  picnic D:  lunch usually eaten outside 
S:  We had to postpone our picnic because of the rain. 

172.  every D:  each, individually and separately 
S:  Each of you has done a great job. 

173.  begun D:  to start 
S:  We have begun to have summer weather. 

174.  hotel D:  a large number of rooms for rent 
S:  We made reservations at a downtown hotel. 

175.  throwing D:  directly; casting; turning 
S:  The baseball players were throwing the baseball. 

176.  picket D:  a stake, usually pointed, used in a fence 
S:  The small house had a white picket fence around it. 

177.  everything D:  all  
S:  We did everything we could to save the old tree. 

178.  betray D:  to help the enemy of one’s country 
S:  It is against the law to betray a country’s secrets to a foreign country. 

179.  sketch D:  a quickly drawn picture 
S:  The artist made a sketch of the scene. 

180.  perch D:  a place to sit 
S:  The bird will perch on the tree branch. 

181.  failed D:  not accomplished; the past tense of fail 
S:  He failed the test the first time but passed it the second time. 

182.  incomplete D:  not complete 
S:  She left the last question incomplete. 

183.  skies D:  the upper atmosphere; the heavens 
S:  We looked for picture patterns in the clouds in the skies. 

184.  pepper D:  a seasoning 
S:  Putting pepper on meat gives a zestier flavor. 

185.  fairly D:  justly; equally 
S:  The pie was divided fairly into six equal parts. 

186.  beyond D:  on the far side of; further  
S:  We need to go beyond the accepted and do more work on the project. 

187.  indeed D:  certainly; truly; absolutely 
S:  We are indeed ready for the contest. 
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188.  tonight D:  this evening 
S:  The Spelling Bee is being held tonight. 

189.  people D:  persons belonging to a specific group 
S:  The people of the United States are Americans. 

190.  faithful D:  being true to another person or ideal 
S:  A husband and wife promise to be faithful to each other. 

191.  trail D:  a path 
S:  While hiking, we took the trail around the lake. 

192.  itself D:  the reflexive pronoun of it 
S:  The dog will fetch the bone itself. 

193.  slammed D:  to close quickly and forcefully 
S:  He slammed the door shut to keep the intruder out. 

194.  pastor D:  a minister; spiritual leader of a congregation 
S:  Our pastor cares for the spiritual needs of the church. 

195.  family D:  all of the people living in the same house 
S:  Our family sits down together for the evening meal. 

196.  bobbed D:  a quick jerky motion; to move up and down 
S:  The rowboat bobbed up and down on the stormy seas. 

197.  training D:  learning a skill 
S:  The basketball player went to a training camp to get ready for the 
     season. 

198.  slayer D:  one who kills by violent means 
S:  The dragon slayer in the novel was a hero. 

199.  overlooked D:  to look over; to miss 
S:  We overlooked her absence because we knew she was ill. 

200.  farther D:  more distant 
S:  We will travel five hundred miles farther tonight yet. 

201.  bodily D:  pertaining to the body 
S:  Food, clothes, and shelter are basic bodily needs. 

202.  jolly D:  very happy; cheerful 
S:  Santa Claus is a jolly fellow. 

203.  slipper D:  something you wear on your feet like shoes 
S:  At night, I can usually find one slipper and the other one seems to be 

lost. 
204.  fellows D:  companions; associates 

S:  The four fellows went to the game together. 
205.  boiler D:  a container in which things are boiled 

S:  The furnace boiler needed some repair. 
206.  trenches D:  ditches 

S:  The trenches dug during World War II were places for soldiers to hide in. 
207.  kicked D:  to use the feet to move something 

S:  The soccer player kicked the ball into the goal. 
208.  smiling D:  a facial expression which shows joy 

S:  The entire classroom was smiling on the last day of school. 
209.  often D:  occurring more than once or twice 

S:  How often to you eat during the day? 
210.  fifteen D:  the number occurring after fourteen; ten plus five 

S:  He will be fifteen years old on Friday. 
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211.  knocked D:  to strike a blow as with the fist 
S:  He knocked on the door and was admitted to the house. 

212.  smoothly D:  feeling soft; free of bumps 
S:  We gliding smoothly across the quiet lake. 

213.  ocean D:  a large body of water 
S:  The Atlantic is one ocean that borders the United States. 

214.  triple D:  not one, not two, but three 
S:  The baseball team performed the difficult triple play. 

215.  knowing D:  to have knowledge 
S:  He seemed to be knowing all of the answers. 

216.  snapped D:  to break into pieces 
S:  The strong wind snapped the branches of the trees. 

217.  number D:  a symbol showing which one or how many in a series 
S:  What number comes after five? 

218.  flannel D:  a type of cloth that is warm and soft 
S:  During the winter months, many people like to wear flannel shirts. 

219.  bridge D:  a structure built over something, as over a river 
S:  Take the bridge over the Mississippi River. 

220.  steep D:  very high; rising sharply 
S:  The Rocky Mountains are very steep, but not as steep as the Alps. 

221.  novel D:  something new; a published story 
S:  The author had her new novel published in the magazine. 

222.  flashlight D:  a tool that produces light with a power source of batteries 
S:  It is good to check the batteries in your flashlight so it is ready in case of 

emergency. 
223.  broad D:  wide and big 

S:  We looked across the broad expanse of the desert and wondered how 
we’d make it across. 

224.  troll D:  in folklore, certain supernatural beings that live underground, in caves, 
or under bridges 

S:  The troll wore a brightly colored vest. 
225.  station D:  the place where a person or thing stands or is located 

S:  We met at the station before boarding the train. 
226.  flies D:  to move through the air with wings 

S:  The robin flies from place to place looking for food. 
227.  buzzing D:  the sound of rapidly beating wings 

S:  The buzzing of the bee in my ear warned me of its presence. 
228.  trout D:  a type of fish 

S:  We went trout fishing in the early morning hours. 
229.  standing D:  the act, position, or state of one who stands 

S:  They were standing by the bus stop. 
230.  mighty D:  very strong 

S:  The mighty warrior overcame his enemy. 
231.  called D:  to say or read in loud tone; to shout 

S:  He called to her from across the parking lot. 
232.  temple D:  a place of worship 

S:  The Children of Israel worshipped in a temple in Jerusalem. 
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233.  lately D:  recently; a short time ago 
S:  Lately, many people have been sick with a cold. 

234.  standard D:  that which is commonly accepted 
S:  The gold standard is a measure of a country’s wealth. 

235.  money D:  anything used as a means of exchange; coins or paper money 
S:  How much money will that new bike cost? 

236.  folly D:  foolishness 
S:  It is folly to wear shorts on a cold winter’s day. 

237.  cancel D:  to stop; to cause something to cease 
S:  We will cancel our subscription to the magazine. 

238.  telegram D:  a message sent over wires using a system of dots and dashes 
S:  The pony express was put out of business by the telegram. 

239.  latter D:  not sooner; happening after 
S:  The concert will occur in the latter part of May. 

240.  squeeze D:  push together tightly 
S:  Squeeze the tube of toothpaste to get all of the paste out. 

241.  moonlight D:  the light from the moon 
S:  We went for a moonlight walk last evening. 

242.  forehead D:  the front of the head 
S:  When he fell down, his mother kissed him on the forehead. 

243.  tapped D:  to touch down lightly 
S:  When she tapped her pencil during class, it annoyed those sitting around 

her. 
244.  licking D:  to pass the tongue over 

S:  After licking the stamps for one hundred envelopes, he needed 
something cold to drink. 

245.  sprouting D:  beginning to grow or germinate 
S:  The seeds will soon be sprouting with this warm weather. 

246.  mother D:  a woman who has borne a child 
S:  His mother came to parent teacher conferences. 

247.  forgotten D:  the act of forgetting 
S:  She had forgotten my birthday. 

248.  taking D:  to get possession of by force or skill 
S:  He will be taking music lessons to learn to play the piano. 

249.  spoiled D:  not fresh; rotten 
S:  Please through the spoiled fruit out in the garbage. 

250.  muddy D:  consisting of mud and water 
S:  The rural road was very muddy after the spring rain. 

251.  forward D:  to move ahead 
S:  The cars were moving forward very slowly. 

252.  caught D:  to capture 
S:  The policeman caught the thief after a brief chase. 

253.  tackle D:  to throw to the ground; fishing gear 
S:  The defensive player will tackle the running back. 

254.  limits D:  the extent of something; the furthest out 
S:  What are the limits of space? 

255.  splashing D:  to spray water or another liquid about 
S:  The baby was splashing water in the bathtub. 
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256.  music D:  a series of sounds that follow a rhythm 
S:  The rock group played loud music with a strong beat. 

257.  fruit D:  a product of a plant 
S:  Apples are the fruit of the apple tree. 

258.  ceased D:  to stop 
S:  He ceased trying to catch his little sister. 

259.  spitting D:  to throw spit from the mouth 
S:  Spitting on the sidewalk is not a polite behavior. 

260.  games D:  something to play 
S:  The children played several different games at the party. 

261.  chimes D:  a bell-like instrument 
S:  The young choir played the chimes while others sang. 

262.  lions D:  large, powerful animals of the cat family 
S:  Lions are native to the continent of Africa. 

263.  spent D:  to use up; exhaust; give 
S:  We spent our money on a new car. 

264.  needed D:  that which is necessary 
S:  You needed new shoes to play basketball. 

265.  garage D:  place to park a car that is undercover 
S:  Please park the car in the garage before you come into the house. 

266.  choked D:  to prevent from breathing; suffocate 
S:  The small child choked on a piece of hard candy. 

267.  liquid D:  matter that flows 
S:  The liquid overflowed the cup. 

268.  speech D:  the act of speaking 
S:  The politician gave a speech to his followers. 

269.  needles D:  slender, sharp-pointed piece of steels 
S:  The lady used a variety of different sized needles to sew the material. 

270.  gazing D:  looking longingly; stared 
S:  The student was gazing out the window at the warm sunny scene. 

271.  swamp D:  a wet, spongy land 
S:  The alligator lives in the swamp. 

272.  living D:  alive; dwelling in a certain area 
S:  We are living in Michigan. 

273.  sparkling D:  shining; twinkle like stars 
S:  The snow was sparkling like diamonds in the moonlight. 

274.  ghost D:  the spirit or soul 
S:  Some people believe a ghost would haunt them. 

275.  lizard D:  a reptile 
S:  The lizard is a cold-blooded reptile. 

276.  subject D:  under the authority of someone else 
S:  We are subject to the laws of the United States of America. 

277.  southward D:  in a southerly direction 
S:  We traveled southward to Texas. 

278.  newspaper D:  a regular publication containing news, sports, etc. 
S:  We have the daily newspaper delivered to our home. 

279.  giant D:  very large; huge 
S:  The giant redwood tree grows in California. 
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280.  clumsy D:  not coordinated 
S:  The boy appeared clumsy but it was his first time playing the game. 

281.  lying D:  not being truthful; making false statements 
S:  Lying is not an acceptable behavior. 

282.  studying D:  to read; to attempt to understand 
S:  The student spent time studying for the test. 

283.  sorry D:  feel bad about 
S:  We are sorry that the flood ruined your home. 

284.  winning D:  to defeat someone; not to lose 
S:  The winning team celebrated their victory. 

285.  nightcap D:  something worn to bed at night 
S:  The lady put on her nightcap to protect her new hairstyle. 

286.  given D:  participle form of give 
S:  He had given a gift to the needy. 

287.  madly D:  wildly 
S:  He flew madly about the house while looking for his keys. 

288.  student D: one who studies 
S:  The student had all of her homework finished. 

289.  someone D:  same as somebody 
S:  Will someone please tell us how to work the math problem? 

290.  women D:  plural of woman; more than one woman 
S:  The group of women will hold a meeting in the convention center. 

291.  world D:  the earth 
S:  We are all inhabitants of the world. 

292.  northern D:  in the north 
S:  Do you live in the northern part of Michigan? 

293.  maple D:  a type of tree 
S:  The maple tree will lose its leaves in fall. 

294.  somebody D:  same as someone 
S:  Will somebody please volunteer to pick up the paper? 

295.  wrong D:  not right 
S:  You did the wrong assignment for today. 

296.  nothing D:  having none 
S:  We have nothing to say about the accident. 

297.  matter D:  what a thing is made of 
S:  All things consist of matter. 

298.  stopped D:  ceased motion 
S:  We stopped the car at the light. 

299.  pulled D:  an act of pulling or drawing; a tug 
S:  He pulled on the wrong side of the door. 

300.  resumed D:  to take up again after interruption 
S:  After the knock at the door, he resumed his work. 

301.  change D:  to pass from one state to another; to alter 
S:  Jenny likes to change her hairstyle every day. 

302.  elect D:  to choose for an office by vote or designation 
S:  Faye would like to elect her dad for President. 

303.  expert D:  experience; taught by use or practice; skillful 
S:  Sam is an expert at math. 
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304.  magic D:  sorcery; enchantment; extraordinary 
S:  My family likes to go and see magic shows. 

305.  having D:  to hold or control, as property or rights 
S:  Mary is having a party. 

306.  shovel D:  a tool used in lifting and moving loose material 
S:  Pamela used a shovel to dig in the garden. 

307.  stubbed D:  to strike one’s toe against something 
S:  The woman stubbed her toe against the rock. 

308.  returned D:  the act or fact of sending or giving back 
S:  The man returned the lawn mower he had borrowed.   

309.  rather D:  with preference or choice 
S:  Donna would rather go to the movies. 

310.  fixed D:  to restore to original working condition 
S:  David fixed the boat to the dock with the rope. 

311.  asleep D:  at rest; into a state of sleeping 
S:  The raccoon was asleep and not moving. 

312.  rinse D:  to was lightly; to run water over 
S:  Kim did not rinse the dishes with water. 

313.  trial D:  the act of trying or testing; an attempt 
S:  The trial run of the racing boat was a failure when it sank. 

314.  cheerful D:  full of good spirits 
S:  The brightly decorated classroom looked cheerful. 

315.  spare D:  to show mercy to someone 
S:  Please spare me the punishment and let me go free. 

316.  whipping D:  striking; hitting 
S:  A whipping is a cruel punishment. 

317.  wolves D:  Wild, meat-eating animals 
S:  Watch out for the wolves that roam the forest. 

318.  middle D:  equidistant from the side or ends 
S:  I’m in the middle of my book. 

319.  settled D:  fix into place or position 
S:  They settled into their new home. 

320.  package D:  a bundle of things 
S:  The package contained assorted car parts. 

321.  colored D:  having color 
S:  The colored scarf was green and yellow. 

322.  mirror D:  a glass backed with a reflecting substance 
S:  The mirror reflected his image. 

323.  burned D:  to be set afire 
S:  They burned the wood in the fireplace. 

324.  guiding D:  leading or directing another on his way 
S:  Jeff is guiding the police to the store. 

325.  wireless D:  using no wires 
S:  He invented the wireless telegraph. 

326.  charity D:  love for one’s fellow man; a fund to aid the needy 
S:  My uncle gave money to his favorite charity. 

327.  faint D:  being week; dizzy; likely to faint 
S:  Be careful, you might faint and fall to the ground. 
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328.  grief D:  deep sorrow; sadness 
S:  she felt deep grief when her rabbit died. 

329.  mistake D:  to misunderstand or identify wrongly 
S:  The little girl made a mistake in her spelling. 

330.  gallon D:  unit of liquid measure equal to four quarts 
S:  Mother told me to buy a gallon of milk. 

331.  goldfish D:  orange colored fish adaptable to ponds 
S:  Put the goldfish into the pond in the garden. 

332.  details D:  full information about something 
S:  Did you hear the details about the party? 

333.  block D:  sold piece of inflexible material 
S:  they used the block to hold the door open. 

334.  dunes D:  hill or ridge of drifted wood 
S:  The little boy was playing on the sand dunes. 

335.  clothes D:  wearing apparel 
S:  The little girl’s clothes were in the closet. 

336.  pound D:  unit of weight equal to sixteen ounces 
S:  Mother cooked one pound of spaghetti. 

337.  rural D:  having to do with the country 
S:  Rural areas are good for farming. 

338.  leaving D:  to go away from 
S:  She told me she was leaving the party early. 

339.  garment D:  article of clothing 
S:  The garment is falling off the clothes hanger. 

340.  track D:  mark or impression left by a foot or wheel 
S:  The animal left a track in the sand. 

341.  tuning D:  to adjust a musical instrument to some standard of pitch 
S:  The trumpet player was tuning to the pitch of the piano. 

342.  explore D:  to search or examine thoroughly 
S:  We went to explore the cave for other exits. 

343.  circus D:  large traveling public entertainment 
S:  The circus has clowns, jugglers, and acrobats. 

344.  voice D:  a sound made through the moth 
S:  His voice was very soft so no one heard him speak. 

345.  hopeful D:  feeling or showing hope in a situation 
S:  A hopeful attitude trusts in God’s plan for our lives. 

346.  mishap D:  a minor accident or unlucky incident 
S:  Mary had a mishap with her car on the icy road. 

347.  sailed D:  moving with the aid of the wind 
S:  The three ships sailed across the ocean. 

348.  mouth D:  the opening through which food enters the body 
S:  The baby kitten has a small mouth. 

349.  dinner D:  the main meal of the day 
S:  Mom fixed a delicious dinner on Monday. 

350.  drawing D:  to sketch and make a picture 
S:  Andrew’s mother put his drawing on the refrigerator door. 

351.  agreed D:  to come to an understanding 
S:  Betty and Sue agreed to share the pie. 
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352.  nodded D:  to make an inclination of the head 
S:  Henry nodded his head in approval. 

353.  level D:  position, low or high 
S:  Melanie had a high level position in the company. 

354.  reading D:  the action or practice of one who reads 
S:  Jamie is reading the newspaper. 

355.  section D:  a part cut or separated from the rest 
S:  This section of the newspaper belongs to Amy. 

356.  wages D:  money paid for favor or services 
S:  Julie’s wages were at the starting level for entry jobs. 

357.  pocket D:  a small fabric pouch inserted in a garment 
S:  All of my coat pockets are filled gloves. 

358.  caring D:  to be concerned or interested 
S:  Caring for a cold requires plenty of time sleeping. 

359.  beautiful D:  having the qualities that constitute beauty 
S:  She has beautiful hair and eyes. 

360.  furnished D:  equipment; supplied with home needs 
S:  The apartment was furnished with tables and chairs. 

361.  squeak D:  to utter a sharp shrill cry 
S:  The mouse let out a squeak when I stepped on its tail. 

362.  comet D:  one of the celestial bodies 
S:  We watched the comet streak across the sky last night. 

363.  invented D:  to originate or to make 
S:  Simon invented a new mousetrap. 

364.  pumpkins D:  a large, round, orange, gourd-like fruit 
S:  they picked three large pumpkins from the garden. 

365.  readily D:  quickly; promptly; without delay 
S:  They readily finished their work and were ready to play. 

366.  chestnut D:  a large tree that bears prickly burrs 
S:  The chestnut tree is very large. 

367.  sweaters D:  a knitted garment of wool 
S:  Grandmother bought three new red sweaters. 

368.  likewise D:  the same 
S:  His father played football; his son will do likewise. 

369.  afterwards D:  later; subsequently 
S:  Afterwards, we ate lunch. 

370.  arrested D:  seize by authority of the law 
S:  The thief was arrested for robbery. 

371.  however D:  in spite of that; never-the-less 
S:  Charles ate very little; however, he was full. 

372.  doing D:  getting things done 
S:  Paul is doing the yard work. 

373.  wanted D:  wished for; lacked 
S:  She wasn’t a new bike because she had outgrown her tricycle. 

374.  sleeping D:  resting 
S:  She was sleeping in the bedroom. 

375.  laden D:  burdened; loaded 
S:  Sam was laden with too many problems. 
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376.  popped D:  make a short, quick explosive sound 
S:  She popped two firecrackers yesterday. 

377.  supper D:  the evening meal 
S:  Mother said we must be on time for supper. 

378.  season D:  any one of the four divisions of the year 
S:  The season of spring begins in March. 

379.  strange D:  unusual; odd 
S:  The dog behaved in a strange way when it barked at the neighbors. 

380.  choir D:  a group of singers in a church service 
S:  He sings in the choir at church. 

381.  quart D:  a measure for liquids; one fourth of a gallon 
S:  He bought a quart of milk. 

382.  science D:  knowledge based on observed facts 
S:  Science includes the study of animals and plants. 

383.  poultry D:  birds such as chickens, turkeys, geese, etc. 
S:  The poultry farm sold chicken eggs by the dozen. 

384.  avoid D:  keep away from; keep out of the way of 
S:  To avoid her teacher, the girl hid in her locker. 

385.  yelling D:  cry out with a strong loud sound 
S:  The little girl was yelling loudly for help. 

386.  month D:  one of the twelve parts with each year 
S:  June is the sixth month of the year. 

387.  golden D:  made of gold 
S:  The medal was covered with golden leaves. 

388.  suggested D:  bring to mind; thought of 
S:  Mother suggested that we do our work early. 

389.  ninety D:  nine times ten 
S:  My grandmother is over ninety years old. 

390.  clowns D:  a person who jokes and does tricks 
S:  The clown at the circus was funny. 

391.  chair D:  a seat that has a back and sometimes arms 
S:  The chair was used for seating. 

392.  trouble D:  distress; worry; difficulty 
S:  The boat was in trouble when the motor fell into the lake. 

393.  letting D:  to allow; permit 
S:  He was letting the dog outside. 

394.  mopping D:  cleaning or polished the floor 
S:  She is mopping the floor. 

395.  breakfast D:  the first meal of the day 
S:  Mark ate breakfast this morning. 

396.  pillow D:  support for the head 
S:  Mike got a pillow for his head. 

397.  ourselves D:  our own person; the reflexive pronoun for we 
S:  We will do the work ourselves. 

398.  cutting D:  something cut; cut off or out 
S:  A cutting was used to start the new plant. 

399.  outfit D:  equipment or clothing for some purpose 
S:  A hiking outfit includes comfortable shoes. 
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400.  promise D:  a statement assuring that something will be done 
S:  Do you promise to tell the truth? 

401.  losing D:  not winning 
S:  People were losing their homes to the flood. 

402.  faster D:  moving or acting quickly 
S:  He was moving faster than the others, so he finished first. 

403.  nearly D:  closely related or associated; almost 
S:  We were nearly hit by that car, but it just missed us. 

404.  canned D:  the placing of food in a container 
S:  Mother canned the peaches in quart jars. 

405.  tried D:  prove or test by experience 
S:  I tried out for the basketball team. 

406.  rubbed D:  to move back and forth 
S:  The cat rubbed its fur on the post. 

407.  paddling D:  rowing a boat on water 
S:  Greg was paddling the canoe. 

408.  squeal D:  a long sharp, shrill cry 
S:  The pigs squeal was noisy. 

409.  commandment D:  one of the ten laws given to Moses 
S:  God gave ten laws to Moses; each one is called a commandment. 

410.  tempting D:  to tempt; inviting 
S:  Sherri was tempting me to eat some of the cake. 

411.  could D:  the past form of can 
S:  The old man could tell good stories. 

412.  later D:  afterward 
S:  The will see you later. 

413. S pitched D:  to throw or toss 
S:  He pitched the ball over the plate. 

414.  horseback D:  the back of a horse 
S:  We rode on horseback for three miles. 

415.  nearer D:  close; not far away 
S:  We were nearer to that hotel than the one across town. 

416.  fence D:  a barrier forming a boundary or enclosure 
S:  The fence was ten feet high. 

417.  backward D:  reverse; unusual; toward the back 
S:  The car moves backward when in reverse. 

418.  table D:  furniture consisting of a flat top 
S:  The table was used for card playing. 

419.  inspire D:  to prompt; to influence 
S:  He would inspire the crowd to vote for the candidate. 

420.  threshing D:  to beat by striking 
S:  The farmer was threshing his wheat to separate the grain from the 

thrash. 
421.  handle D:  something to take hold of 

S:  The handle came off the suitcase. 
422.  elder D:  born before something else; older; senior 

S:  My elder sister will graduate before her younger sister. 
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423.  burst D:  break in pieces from pressure; explode 
S:  The balloon burst into many pieces. 

424.  planet D:  one of the heavenly bodies that move around the sun 
S:  Mars is a planet of our solar system. 

425.  badly D:  in a bad manner 
S:  The car was badly build and needed repairs. 

426.  always D:  every time; at all times 
S:  Night always follows day. 

427.  father D:  a male parent 
S:  Mary’s father likes to cook, but he doesn’t like to wash dishes. 

428.  looked D:  direct the eyes 
S:  He looked through the binoculars. 

429.  greatly D:  in a great manner 
S:  Their help is greatly appreciated. 

430.  flowers D:  part of a plant that produces the seed; blossom 
S:  Tulips are some of the first flowers of spring. 

431.  title D:  the name of a book, poem, play, picture, etc. 
S:  The title of the poem is The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere. 

432.  parties D:  a social gathering 
S:  I was invited to three pizza parties this week. 

433.  eternal D:  without beginning or ending; timeless 
S:  The wedding ring is a symbol of eternal love. 

434.  behind D:  at the back of 
S:  The child hid behind the door. 

435.  racing D:  causing to go at high speeds 
S:  John was racing tom in the 50-meter dash. 

436.  followed D:  go or come after 
S:  My dog followed me to school. 

437.  moment D:  a very short space of time 
S:  In a moment the house was in flames. 

438.  morning D:  the earliest part of the day 
S:  School starts at 8:00 in the morning. 

439.  owned D:  have as property; possess 
S:  She owned a heart shaped necklace. 

440.  midnight D:  twelve o’clock at night 
S:  The dance ended at midnight. 

441.  rotten D:  decayed or spoiled 
S:  That terrible smell is from a rotten egg. 

442.  lobby D:  an entrance hall used as a connecting passage 
S:  I’ll wait for you in the hotel lobby. 

443.  blame D:  to hold a person or thing responsible for something bad 
S:  The drunken driver was to blame for the accident. 

444.  flagpoles D:  poles from which flags are flown 
S:  The stadium has several flagpoles 

445.  beans D:  smooth, somewhat flat seeds used as a vegetable 
S:  The farmer grows a large crop of navy beans. 

446.  length D:  how long a thing is 
S:  The length of a yardstick is thirty-six inches. 
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447.  unless D:  if it were not that; if not 
S:  We will play the game unless it rains. 

448.  second D:  next after the first 
S:  I was second in line at the supermarket. 

449.  several D:  being more than two or three but not many 
S:  There were several people at the picnic. 

450.  bullet D:  a shaped piece of metal to be shot from a small gun 
S:  The rifle bullet lodged in the tree behind the deer. 

451.  started D:  begin moving, going, acting, operating, etc. 
S:  The train started to move forward. 

452.  overjoyed D:  very joyful; delighted 
S:  She was overjoyed with her granddaughter’s visit. 

453.  property D:  thing or things owned 
S:  The computer is the property of the school. 

454.  trigger D:  the small lever on the underside of a gun 
S:  She pulled the gun’s trigger too soon and missed the target. 

455.  matches D:  a piece of chemical tripped materials which can start a fire 
S:  Children should not play with matches. 

456.  stirred D:  set in motion; move 
S:  The wind stirred the fallen leaves and moved them. 

457.  favorite D:  liked better than others 
S:  My favorite dessert is ice cream. 

458.  parrot D:  a brightly-colored bird with a stout, hooked bill  
S:  I have a pet parrot that can talk but cannot fly. 

459.  piano D:  a large percussion instrument 
S:  She played a piano solo at the Music Festival. 

460.  opened D:  to put in a position so as to allow something to pass through 
S:  He opened the window for some fresh air. 

461.  banging D:  pounding to produce a sudden loud noise 
S:  Banging that door makes a loud noise. 

462.  ahead D:  in front; before 
S:  Walk ahead of me, not behind. 

463.  taught D:  past tense of teach 
S:  Mr. Smith taught biology. 

464.  apply D:  bring a thing into contact with something else 
S:  The nurse will apply a bandage to the cut. 

465.  daddy D:  father 
S:  My daddy lets me sit on his lap. 

466.  grabbed D:  seize suddenly; snatch 
S:  I grabbed the child before she fell. 

467.  downfall D:  a coming to ruin 
S:  Drugs were his downfall; they led to imprisonment. 

468.  ninth D:  in a series, the next after eighth 
S:  The ninth letter of the alphabet is I. 

469.  ground D:  the solid part of the earth’s surface 
S:  The ground is covered with snow. 

470.  deepest D:  the longest way down from the top or surface 
S:  The ship sank in the deepest part of the ocean. 
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471.  visiting D:  to see for social reasons 
S:  Parents were visiting at the ballpark to talk about the team. 

472.  canals D:  waterway dug across land for ships or for irrigation 
S:  The canal in Panama connects two oceans. 

473.  surface D:  the outside of anything 
S:  An egg has a smooth surface. 

474.  summer D:  season of the year between spring and autumn 
S:  I can’t wait for summer vacation! 

475.  truthful D:  telling the truth 
S:  Jill is a truthful child. 

476.  camera D:  machine for taking photographs or motion pictures 
S:  She took her camera on vacation. 

477.  rowboat D:  boat moved by oars 
S:  They went riding on the river in a rowboat. 

478.  parents D:  mother and father 
S:  I set between my parents in church. 

479.  kitchen D:  room or part of the house where food is cooked 
S:  Dad is in the kitchen baking bread. 

480.  nurse D:  person who is trained to take care of the sick 
S:  My daughter is a nurse. 

481.  trusted D:  believe firmly in the honesty, truth, justice, or power of another 
S:  He is a man to be trusted. 

482.  spoke D:  one of the supporting bars projecting from the hub of a wheel 
S:  I bent the spoke on my bicycle’s wheel. 

483.  touched D:  put the hand, finger, or some other part of the body on or against 
S:  She touched the pan to see if it was still hot. 

484.  landed D:  came to land 
S:  The ship landed at the pier. 

485.  place D:  the part of space occupied by a person or thing 
S:  My mom says to keep everything in its place. 

486.  steering D:  guide the course of 
S:  It is hard steering the car on this bumpy road. 

487.  filed D:  set of papers kept in order 
S:  The report was filed for future reference. 

488.  proved D:  to establish as true 
S:  He proved the accident was not his fault. 

489.  nobody D:  no one; no person 
S:  Nobody wanted to wash the dishes. 

490.  enough D:  as much or as many as needed or wanted 
S:  I had enough to eat. 

491.  thirty D:  three times ten 
S:  My sister is thirty years old. 

492.  sitting D:  rest on the lower part of the body with the weight off the feet 
S:  He is sitting in his favorite chair. 

493.  rumor D:  a story talked of as news without any proof that it is true 
S:  I heard a rumor that Jimmy is moving to Florida. 

494.  touchdown D:  act of a player having the football on or behind the goal line 
S:  He scored a touchdown to win the game. 
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495.  baseball D:  small ball used in a game 
S:  The baseball was hit over the fence. 

496.  built D:  past tense of build 
S:  The bird built a nest for its babies. 

497.  farmer D:  person who owns or works on a farm 
S:  My father is a farmer. 

498.  reddish D:  somewhat red 
S:  The shirt was a reddish color. 

499.  fever D:  an unhealthy condition in body temperatures 
S:  He had a high fever. 

500.  writing D:  making letters or words with a pen, pencil, or chalk 
S:  The teacher was writing on the board. 

501.  treaty D:  an agreement between nations 
S:  The two nations signed the peace treaty. 

502.  porter D:  a doorman 
S:  Give the suitcases to the porter. 

503.  dawn D:  the beginning of the day 
S:  The sun rises at dawn. 

504.  simple D:  easy to do or understand 
S:  It is a simple problem. 

505.  fried D:  cooked in hot fat or oil 
S:  She fried the hamburgers. 

506.  eleven D:  one more than ten 
S:  She turned eleven years old last week. 

507.  watched D:  past tense of watch 
S:  We watched the machine work. 

508.  lantern D:  a case to protect light from wind or rain 
S:  We used the lantern to make our way during the storm. 

509.  sneeze D:  expel air suddenly and violently through the nose and mouth 
S:  The flowers made her sneeze. 

510.  outside D:  the outer part of something 
S:  She polished the outside of the car. 

511.  coming D:  approaching; getting nearer 
S:  She was coming into the room. 

512.  confess D:  to admit something wrong 
S:  He wanted to confess to the crime. 

513.  support D:  to keep steady; to help 
S:  The cheerleaders will support our team. 

514.  planned D:  past tense of plan 
S:  We planned our picnic. 

515.  greeted D:  to say something in a friendly way 
S:  The class greeting the visitor. 

516.  dentist D:  a person who cares for and repairs teeth 
S:  Visit your dentist twice a year. 

517.  village D:  a small group of houses in the same area 
S:  The Indians lived in a village. 

518.  playful D:  full of fun; fond of playing 
S:  They have a playful puppy. 
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519.  confirm D:  to admit or make solid 
S:  They will confirm my position as manger. 

520.  soccer D:  a kind of football played with a round ball 
S:  The soccer team had a new field. 

521.  motion D:  moving from one place to another 
S:  The runner was in fast motion. 

522.  packed D:  filled compactly with anything 
S:  We packed our bags for vacation. 

523.  turnip D:  a type of plant root that you can eat 
S:  The little boy planted a turnip patch. 

524.  quiet D:  making no sound 
S:  A cat is quiet while walking. 

525.  geese D:  plural of goose 
S:  The flock of geese flew south. 

526.  torch D:  a light to be carried around 
S:  We used a torch to see in the dark cave. 

527.  seeing D:  able to see; view 
S:  She had no trouble seeing the chalkboard. 

528.  sixty D:  six groups of ten 
S:  My uncle is sixty years old. 

529.  bottom D:  the lowest part of anything 
S:  His name was at the bottom of the list. 

530.  siding D:  the outside covering on a building 
S:  They put new siding on the house. 

531.  strapped D:  to secure with means of a strap 
S:  She strapped on the backpack. 

532.  scolding D:  finding fault with; blaming 
S:  He was scolding the boy for stealing. 

533.  scour D:  to rub hard for cleaning 
S:  I had to scour the dirty pan. 

534.  thanked D:  expressed gratitude 
S:  She thanked them for the present. 

535.  sauce D:  a toping or dressing 
S:  They like hot sauce on their tacos. 

536.  nicely D:  in a nice or kind way 
S:  The work is nicely done. 

537.  thinking D:  action of using the mind 
S:  I was thinking about the problem. 

538.  pebbles D:  small rounded stones 
S:  He was throwing pebbles into the lake. 

539.  along D:  from one end to the other 
S:  Trees are planted along the street. 

540.  chalk D:  soft limestone used for writing on a chalkboard 
S:  The teacher used chalk to put notes on the board. 

541.  lonely D:  alone and longing for company 
S:  The new girl at school felt lonely. 

542.  careful D:  watchful and cautious 
S:  She was careful walking the tight rope. 
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543.  frozen D:  hardened by the cold 
S:  Frozen foods have to thaw out. 

544.  device D:  something invented to do something 
S:  The bomb had a device to set it off. 

545.  chose D:  the past tense of choose; selected; picked 
S:  The girl chose the red coat. 

546.  halter D:  rope used to hold an animal 
S:  The colt did not like the halter. 

547.  vacation D:  freedom from school and business 
S:  Meg had her vacation last week. 

548.  sugar D:  sweet substance used in foods 
S:  I put sugar on my fruit. 

549.  instantly D:  very quickly 
S:  He won one hundred dollars instantly. 

550.  elves D:  plural of elf; tiny beings full of mischief 
S:  Santa Claus has elves to help make toys. 

551.  powerful D:  having great power 
S:  The powerful medicine put me to sleep. 

552.  proof D:  way of showing the truth about something 
S:  You need proof to go to court. 

553.  shreds D:  small pieces, fragments, particles, bits 
S:  My coat was torn to shreds. 

554.  advice D:  advice 
S:  Susan had good advice for him. 

555.  growl D:  low sound made in the throat 
S:  The dog gave a menacing growl. 

556.  fifty D:  five groups of ten 
S:  The bicycle cost more than fifty dollars. 

557.  stepped D:  moved by executing a step 
S:  He stepped on rug very carefully. 

558.  eagle D:  majestic bird living in high areas 
S:  The mother eagle takes care of her young. 

559.  finally D:  in conclusion 
S:  The job was finally done. 

560.  tired D:  worn out; weary 
S:  The baby was tired from crying all evening. 

561.  blackest D:  the saddest or lowest part 
S:  It was the blackest day of my life. 

562.  sounded D:  past tense of sound; made a sound or noise 
S:  My mother sounded very happy when she came home from work. 

563.  advance D:  that which comes before 
S:  He came in advance of the troops. 

564.  bushes D:  plants or small trees 
S:  The bushes needed trimming. 

565.  point D:  to show position or direction 
S:  Please point to the Atlantic Ocean on map. 

566.  bitten D:  past participle of bite; cut into by the teeth 
S:  Joe was bitten by the snake. 
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567.  shaped D:  formed or made 
S:  Pat shaped the dragon for the exhibit. 

568.  puppy D:  a baby dog 
S:  The puppy chewed on the carpet. 

569.  speed D:  rate of moving from one place to another 
S:  The police stopped him for traveling at a high speed. 

570.  mental D:  having to do with thinking or the mind 
S:  He likes to do mental math problems. 

571.  delay D:  stopping of work 
S:  There was a delay in the construction project. 

572.  sleek D:  smooth and shiny 
S:  The animal had a sleek coat. 

573.  loose D:  not tight or binding 
S:  The jacket was too loose. 

574.  ducking D:  missing or avoiding being hit 
S:  They were ducking the ball. 

575.  stories D:  the plural of story; floors or levels of a building 
S:  The building had twenty-one stories. 

576.  bright D:  clear and easy to see 
S:  It was a bright and cheerful room. 

577.  plenty D:  more than enough for everyone 
S:  I have plenty of food for the party. 

578.  bedding D:  material used to make a resting place 
S:  the straw was used for bedding in the barn. 

579.  wading D:  walking about in shallow water 
S:  The bird was wading in the pond. 

580.  smelled D:  the past tense of smell; perceived with the nose 
S:  The chemical smelled very bad. 

581.  stood D:  the past tense of stand; was on one’s feet 
S:  The army stood at attention. 

582.  shopping D:  looking at or buying something 
S:  We go shopping every Saturday. 

583.  ditch D:  a long narrow hole dug in the earth 
S:  The ditch was full of water. 

584.  gases D:  substances which expand and change 
S:  The chemical gases were dangerous. 

585.  running D:  moving the legs rapidly 
S:  Brad was running around the track. 

586.  uncle D:  the brother of a parent 
S:  My uncle is coming to town. 

587.  partner D:  someone who helps you 
S:  Ryan is my partner in gym class. 

588.  stream D:  a narrow body of water 
S:  The stream ran through the woods. 

589.  price D:  the amount received for selling or buying 
S:  The price for tennis shoes is very high. 

590.  secret D:  kept from the knowledge of others 
S:  The secret formula was locked up. 
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591.  being D:  person; living creature 
S:  He was a being from outer space. 

592.  hoping D:  wishing; expecting 
S:  I am hoping to do well in class. 

593.  necktie D:  a garment worn around the neck 
S:  He had a necktie to match his suit. 

594.  somewhere D:  no definite location 
S:  They were somewhere in time and space. 

595.  ladder D:  a device used for climbing 
S:  They used the ladder to reach the roof. 

596.  fallen D:  dropped off of something 
S:  The leaves have fallen from the trees. 

597.  finished D:  ended or completed 
S:  The school year will be finished on Wednesday. 

598.  reduce D:  make less in amount; make smaller; decrease 
S:  To reduce the amount of homework she had to do at home she tried to 

get more done in school. 
599.  tagged D:  touched in the children’s game of tag by the one who is it 

S:  Sue tagged Tom first and Tom was it. 
600.  headed D:  led; was the chief of 

S:  Mr. Jones headed for search party. 
601.  gently D:  in a gentle way; tenderly; softly 

S:  Handle the baby gently. 
602.  mercy D:  more kindness than justice requires 

S:  God shows mercy to all. 
603.  hundred D:  ten times ten 

S:  The temperature reached a record one hundred degrees. 
604.  speak D:  say words; talk 

S:  I will speak to you about it later. 
605.  peanuts D:  large nutlike seeds of a plant of the pea family 

S:  I like roasted peanuts. 
606.  cleaned D:  made clean by removing dirt 

S:  He cleaned the garage last night. 
607.  hopped D:  spring, or move by spring, on one foot 

S:  She hopped up and down with excitement. 
608.  bundles D:  number of things tied or wrapped together 

S:  We sent bundles of clothing to Africa. 
609.  relief D:  the removal or lessening of some cause of pain, distress, or anxiety 

S:  It will be a relief when this hot spell is over. 
610.  fisherman D:  person who fishes 

S:  My grandfather is an avid fisherman. 
611.  learned D:  acquire knowledge or skill as a result of study 

S:  He learned to play the cornet. 
612.  rapidly D:  moving, acting, or doing very quickly 

S:  The water rose rapidly in the flooded basement. 
613.  endless D:  having no end; never stopping; lasting forever 

S:  A ring is an endless circle. 
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614.  career D:  a general course of action or progress through life 
S:  She planned to make law her career. 

615.  stony D:  having many stones 
S:  The beach is stony. 

616.  expel D:  drive out with much force; force out; eject 
S:  When we exhale we expel air from our lungs. 

617.  scratching D:  marking or cutting slightly with something sharp or rough 
S:  Your shoes are scratching the chair. 

618.  liking D:  kindly feeling; preference; fondness 
S:  She has a liking for little children. 

619.  justice D:  just conduct; fair dealing 
S:  We all want to be treated with justice. 

620.  angel D:  one of an order of spiritual beings that are messengers of God 
S:  An angel appeared to Mary. 

621.  quitting D:  stopping; ceasing; discontinuing 
S:  He is quitting his job on Friday. 

622.  action D:  process of acting; doing something 
S:  That was quick action by the firemen. 

623.  chimney D:  a structure used to allow smoke to escape from a fireplace 
S:  The chimney was plugged and caught on fire. 

624.  going D:  a moving away; leaving 
S:  Her going away was very sudden. 

625.  camping D:  living temporarily in tents, huts, or other shelters 
S:  They plan on doing a lot of camping this summer. 

626.  hitting D:  giving a blow to; striking 
S:  She was punished for hitting her sister. 

627.  salad D:  raw, green vegetables served with a dressing 
S:  She made a tossed salad for the potluck. 

628.  around D:  in a circle about 
S:  They planned to travel around the world. 

629.  stunned D:  made senseless; knocked unconscious 
S:  I was stunned by the fall. 

630.  panel D:  strip or surface that is distinct from the area around it 
S:  A secret safe was hidden behind that panel. 

631.  beware D:  be wary or cautious; be on guard 
S:  You must beware of swimming in a strong current. 

632.  couple D:  two things of the same kind that go together 
S:  I need a couple of new tires for my car. 

633.  where D:  in what place; at what place 
S:  I don’t know where they are. 

634.  named D:  to have been given a name 
S:  The named the baby Amber. 

635.  soaring D:  flying at a great height; flying upward 
S:  The eagle was soaring through the sky. 

636.  rooster D:  a male domestic fowl 
S:  The rooster crows every morning at six o’clock. 

637.  prize D:  reward offered or won in a contest; award 
S:  He won first prize with his essay on America. 
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638.  shack D:  a roughly built hut or cabin 
S:  The hermit lived in a shack in the mountains. 

639.  penmanship D:  writing with pen, pencil; etc.; handwriting 
S:  She had excellent penmanship. 

640.  together D:  with each other; in company 
S:  They were standing together in the line. 

641.  streak D:  a long, think mark or line 
S:  The sky lit up with one streak of lightening after another. 

642.  attack D:  fall upon with force or weapons 
S:  I hope the dog doesn’t attack my cat. 

643.  invited D:  asked politely to come to some place or to do something 
S:  We invited her to join our club. 

644.  shook D:  caused to move quickly backwards and forwards or up and down 
S:  She shook the dust out of the rugs. 

645.  dancing D:  moving in rhythm, usually in time with music 
S:  She bought a new dress to go dancing. 

646.  harmless D:  causing no harm; not harmful 
S:  That kind of snake is harmless. 

647.  ideal D:  a perfect type; model to be imitated 
S:  A warm, sunny day is ideal for a picnic. 

648.  springs D:  rise or move suddenly and lightly; leap; jump; 
S:  The tiger springs at his prey. 

649.  shortstop D:  a baseball player stationed between second and third base 
S:  The coach put John in a shortstop. 

650.  source D:  place from which anything comes or is obtained 
S:  God is a source of peace and strength. 

651.  seldom D:  not often; rarely 
S:  I am seldom ill. 

652.  prayer D:  act of praying 
S:  God will answer my prayer. 

653.  lunch D:  a light meal between breakfast and dinner 
S:  She carries her lunch to work every day. 

654.  clear D:  not cloudy, misty, or hazy; bright; light 
S:  It looks like it will be a clear day. 

655.  senate D:  a governing or lawmaking assembly 
S:  Mr. Smith hoped to get elected to the senate. 

656.  reward D:  return made for something done 
S:  A reward of $100 was offered for finding the lost dog. 

657.  cloth D:  material made from wool, cotton, silk, etc. 
S:  A soft cloth is best for dusting. 

658.  width D:  how wide a thing is; distance across 
S:  The room is twelve feet in width. 

659.  heaven D:  the place where God takes all believers after death 
S:  God has a place in heaven for all that believe. 

660.  minutes D:  a short time 
S:  I’ll be there in a few minutes. 

661.  aboard D:  in or on a ship, train, bus, airplane, etc. 
S:  The train left as soon as all were aboard. 
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662.  crazy D:  having a diseased or injured mind; mad; insane 
S:  His actions made me wonder if he was crazy. 

663.  either D:  one or the other of two 
S:  Wear either hat. 

664.  godly D:  obeying, loving, and fearing God 
S:  My grandmother is a godly woman. 

665.  sweetest D:  having a taste like that of sugar or honey 
S:  That is the sweetest watermelon I’ve ever had. 

666.  coach D:  person who teaches or trains athletic teams 
S:  My Little League coach was always fair and kind. 

667.  foolish D:  without sense or judgement; unwise 
S:  It is foolish to keep late hours every night. 

668.  crisis D:  a deciding event 
S:  His high temperature broke, ending the crisis. 

669.  known D:  to be sure of; have true information about 
S:  The facts of the case are known. 

670.  bombs D:  projectiles filled with a bursting charge or chemical 
S:  The troublemakers threw cherry bombs at the cars. 

671.  eager D:  wanting very much; desiring very strongly 
S:  The children were eager to open their presents. 

672.  crossing D:  place where lines, tracks, etc. cross 
S:  The traffic guard watched the children crossing the street. 

673.  humming D:  making a continuous murmuring sound like that of a bee or a top 
S:  The sewing machine was humming busily. 

674.  blunder D:  a careless mistake 
S:  Repeating that rumor was a blunder. 

675.  joyful D:  glad; happy 
S:  Their wedding was a joyful occasion 

676.  sprang D:  rose or moved suddenly; leapt; jumped 
S:  I sprang to my feet. 

677.  signed D:  attach one’s name to something 
S:  He signed the letter. 

678.  buying D:  getting by paying a price; purchasing 
S:  They are buying a new house. 

679.  mumps D:  a contagious disease caused by  virus 
S:  Mary caught the mumps from someone at school. 

680.  became D:  came to be; grow to be 
S:  The seed became a plant. 

681.  cherry D:  a small, round, edible, fruit with a pit 
S:  We are having cherry pie for dessert. 

682.  dropped D:  go lower; sink 
S:  Her voice dropped to a whisper. 

683.  parlor D:  room for receiving or entertaining guests 
S:  We had coffee in the parlor. 

684.  sidewalk D:  place to walk at the side of the street 
S:  He shoveled the snow off the sidewalk. 

685.  clouds D:  visible masses of condensed water floating in the air 
S:  I like to find pictures in the clouds. 
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686.  classes D:  groups of persons or things alike in some way 
S:  Three kindergarten classes were at the park. 

687.  penny D:  one cent 
S:  She dropped a penny in the wishing well. 

688.  address D:  a place at which a person, business, etc., receives mail 
S:  Mr. Smith gave me his address. 

689.  mattress D:  covering of a strong material stuffed and used on a bed 
S:  This old mattress is lumpy. 

690.  hungry D:  feeling a desire or need for food 
S:  I’m usually hungry at noon. 

691.  anger D:  the feeling one has towards something that hurts, offends, or annoys 
S:  Her gossip caused me great anger. 

692.  jackpot D:  the big prize of  game 
S:  He won the jackpot. 

693.  copied D:  to make a copy 
S:  The students copied the assignment into their notebooks. 

694.  grouped D:  to put together in a group 
S:  The children were grouped according to color. 

695.  figured D:  computed; calculated 
S:  The carpenter figured out the amount of lumber he needed. 

696.  treason D:  the betrayal of a trust or confidence 
S:  The officer was found guilty of treason. 

697.  enemies D:  members of a hostile force 
S:  The enemies of Jesus tried to find ways to hurt Him. 

698.  solve D:  to find an answer to solution 
S:  To solve the mystery, she had to ask questions. 

699.  furnace D:  an apparatus for the production of or application of heat 
S:  The furnace couldn’t heat the house comfortably. 

700.  dodging D:  evading; moving out of the way 
S:  Dodging to get away from falling snowflakes is impossible. 

701.  replied D:  responded in words or in writing 
S:  She replied to the question in a short manner. 

702.  plums D:  a smooth-skinned purple fruit 
S:  The plums were large and sweet. 

703.  biggest D:  largest in physical dimensions 
S:  The biggest city in Michigan is Detroit. 

704.  countries D:  an expanse of land, i.e. region, district 
S:  Mexico is one of the two countries bordering the United States. 

705.  slept D:  rested in a state of sleep 
S:  The baby slept in her room after everyone left. 

706.  beside D:  at or by the side of 
S:  The mailbox stood beside the road. 

707.  member D:  a person admitted to some association 
S:  The father was a member of the Lutheran Church. 

708.  wagon D:  a heavy four-wheeled vehicle 
S:  The farmers loaded the wagon with hay and pulled it to the barn. 

709.  jumped D:  to move or throw oneself in the air 
S:  The girl jumped across the mud puddle. 
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710.  sneaked D:  to go stealthily 
S:  The robber quietly sneaked into the house. 

711.  armies D:  large organized bodies of men trained in war 
S:  The armies met in battle to settle their dispute. 

712.  pardon D:  the excusing of an offense 
S:  The governor granted a pardon to the prisoner. 

713.  sprained D:  to be weakened by a sudden twisting 
S:  The runner sprained his ankle. 

714.  dressed D:  to put clothes on 
S:  The children dressed in costumes for the play about the Pilgrims. 

715.  trying  D:  to put to the test 
S:  After trying for an hour, the carpenter was able to fix the shelf. 

716.  sister D:  a female related by having the same parents 
S:  The boy’s sister was the only family member in the house. 

717.  below D:  at a lower level than 
S:  The lava beds lying below the cone were inactive and still. 

718.  hearing D:  a session in which the witnesses are heard 
S:  The hearing for the selection of the new prison site was a success. 

719.  headquarters D:  the chief place of business 
S:  The headquarters for Ford Motors is in Dearborn, Michigan. 

720.  crept D:  moved slowly on all fours 
S:  The baby crept across the floor on her hands and knees. 

721.  stroll D:  to walk in an idle manner 
S:  The stroll along the path was relaxing. 

722.  brought D:  to convey; to lead; to carry 
S:  The thunderstorm brought rain to the dry ground. 

723.  church D:  a building set apart for worship 
S:  The family worshipped in a Lutheran church. 

724.  blurred D:  to be smeared; not clear 
S:  The writing on the mirror was blurred after it got wet. 

725.  lively D:  animated; brisk; vigorous; full of action 
S:  While talking, the lively speaker moved her arms up and down. 

726.  squirming D:  to twist about 
S:  The fish tried to escape by squirming out of the fisherman’s hand. 

727.  teacher D:  one that instructs 
S:  The religion teacher explained the Bible text to the class. 

728.  themselves D:  those identical ones that are they 
S:  The door opened and they let themselves into the kitchen. 

729.  region D:  a particular part of the world 
S:  Kansas is located in the region called the United States Midwest. 

730.  juicy D:  abounding with juice 
S:  The orange was really juicy. 

731.  volume D:  space occupied by cubic units 
S:  The volume of the soda bottle was one liter of liquid. 

732.  angry D:  showing vexation or resentment 
S:  The angry manager protested the call by the umpire. 

733.  courage D:  mental or moral strength 
S:  the officer had the courage to arrest the dangerous criminal. 
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734.  hallowed D:  made holy 
S:  The church is a hallowed place for worship of God. 

735.  toured D:  one’s turn in an orderly arrangement or schedule 
S:  The guard toured the building to check for unlocked doors 

736.  model D:  a set of plans for a building 
S:  The architect constructed a model of the proposed pool. 

737.  really D:  in actual fact 
S:  The weatherman didn’t really enjoy broadcasting bad weather. 

738.  laughed D:  to give a loud expression in response to humor 
S:  The children laughed when the clown’s gun sprouted flowers. 

739.  smashed D:  broke in pieces by a violent movement 
S:  The batter smashed is helmet into pieces after striking out. 

740 
 

entry D:  the act of entering 
S:  The war was escalated with the entry of the United States in the battle. 

740.  chance D:  something that happens unpredictably 
S:  Winning a lottery depends on chance, not skill. 

741.  roamed D:  moved from place to place without a specific purpose 
S:  The patient roamed the hallways because he was bored. 

742.  third D:  being number three in a countable series 
S:  The marathon runner finished third. 

743.  fortune D:  a position in life as determined by wealth 
S:  The hermit had acquired a large fortune by thrifty saving. 

744.  whispered D:  to speak softly 
S:  The children did not want to wake their father, so they whispered. 

745.  transmit D:  to send or transfer from one person to another 
S:  The telephone will transmit a voice through a line. 

746.  myself D:  the reflexive form of the personal pronoun I 
S:  I can do it myself. 

747.  pupil D:  a child or young person in school 
S:  The teacher tried to teach the fifth grade pupil to spell. 

748.  barbed D:  having barbs 
S:  The barbed wire fence had sharp points to keep the animals in. 

749.  dollars D:  units of money 
S:  He paid ten dollars for the rare baseball card. 

750.  studied D:  to undertake formal studies of a subject 
S:  The sixth grade studied the Latin American countries. 

751.  bugle D:  a wind instrument like a trumpet but smaller 
S:  The sound of the bugle woke the soldiers from sleep. 

752.  forty D:  a number; four time ten 
S:  Her mother will be forty years old on her next birthday. 

753.  pretty D:  pleasing; attractive in a dainty, graceful way 
S:  The princess was pretty in her jewels and stylish clothing. 

754.  canteen D:  a container used for carrying liquids 
S:  If you travel in a desert, carry a canteen of water with you. 

755.  fault D:  an imperfection in character 
S:  His main fault is that he doesn’t listen real well. 

756.  effect D:  a result 
S:  The effect of turning the key in the engine is to start the engine. 
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757.  snowy D:  whitened by snow 
S:  The snowy weather caused the roads to be slippery. 

758.  ripped D:  tear or split apart 
S:  The paper ripped into two parts when the student pulled on it. 

759.  shabby D:  threadbare and faded from wear 
S:  The poor beggar wore shabby old clothes filled with holes. 

760.  fourteen D:  four more than ten 
S:  We had fourteen girls in our class. 

761.  closely D:  very short or near the surface 
S:  The carpet was tacked as closely as possible to the wall. 

762.  stump D:  the remaining part 
S:  We sat down near the tree stump to wait for the deer. 

763.  bumped D:  to collide with 
S:  The car bumped into the curb and swerved across the street. 

764.  halfway D:  midway between two points 
S:  We left the play halfway through the performance. 

765.  joined D:  to put or form together 
S:  We joined hands to play the game. 

766.  mounted D:  to rise 
S:  The cowboy mounted his horse and rode off. 

767.  trembling D:  to shake with fear; shiver 
S:  The child began trembling when the spider crawled onto his arm. 

768.  feeding D:  to give food to 
S:  The dog gets excited when it’s feeding time. 

769.  until D:  up to the time that 
S:  I watched television until my ride came. 

770.  questions D:  interrogative statements 
S:  There were fifty questions on the test. 

771.  problem D:  a questions raised for inquiry 
S:  Our teacher helped us solve the complex problem. 

772.  inches D:  to move by small degrees 
S:  The turtle inches his way across the road. 

773.  clutched D:  the claws or hand in the act of grasping 
S:  The woman clutched her purse as she walked down the strange street. 

774.  hardships D:  hard circumstances of life 
S:  After Dad lost his job, we suffered many hardships. 

775.  chirping D:  to make a high nose as birds or insects do 
S:  The baby birds were chirping loudly as they waited in the nest. 

776.  fairies D:  an imaginary person or thing 
S:  Children imagine that fairies can grant wishes. 

777.  thousand D:  a number or count; ten hundred 
S:  A thousand meters are in a kilometer. 

778.  getting D:  to gain possession of 
S:  At Christmas, my brother will be getting a stereo. 

779.  screech D:  to utter a high shrill piercing cry 
S:  When Mother saw the mouse in the kitchen, she let out a screech. 

780.  foremost D:  first in a series 
S:  The judges picked the foremost runner as the outstanding athlete. 
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781.  leading D:  coming or ranking first 
S:  The runner was leading after three laps. 

782.  shiny D:  to be bright by reflection of light 
S:  The gold was shiny when the sun’s rays sparkled off of it. 

783.  search D:  an act of looking for something 
S:  The girl’s search for her lost doll was useless. 

784.  shelter D:  something that covers or protects 
S:  To keep dry, the boys built a shelter from branches. 

785.  stockings D:  a knit, close-fitting covering for the foot and leg 
S:  Mary put stockings on her feet to warm them up. 

786.  chummed D:  to be a close friend 
S:  We have chummed together since kindergarten. 

787.  perhaps D:  possibly but not certainly 
S:  A clear cloudless sky may perhaps mean a warm day ahead. 

788.  shoots D:  to move swiftly through the air 
S:  The archer shoots an arrow at the target. 

789.  something D:  an object 
S:  Something with sixteen legs was crawling across the keyboard. 

790.  against D:  in opposition to 
S:  He was against going to the movies. 

791.  mushrooms D:  an enlarged complex fleshy body of a fungus 
S:  The student discovered that mushrooms are related to a fungus. 

792.  inside D:  an inner side or surface 
S:  We stayed inside to play during the rainstorm. 

793.  scenic D:  of or relating natural beauty 
S:  The Niagara Falls are a scenic wonder of God’s creation. 

794.  beating D:  an act of striking with repeated blows so as to injure 
S:  The cruel trainer kept beating the horse. 

795.  shadows D: a reflected image of darkness 
S:  The trees’ shadows helped keep the house cool. 

796.  friends D:  one attached to another by affection 
S:  The boys had been friends since third grade. 

797.  hilly D:  abounding in hills 
S:  The landscape of Pennsylvania is hilly with sloping valleys. 

798.  slowly D:  not quickly 
S:  The turtle walked slowly across the road. 

799.  raining D:  to fall as water in drops 
S:  It was raining so we had to cancel our picnic. 

800.  fearful D:  something causing fear 
S:  The girl became fearful when she heard noises while she was alone. 

801.  balance D:  an instrument used for weighing 
S:  The student used the balance to determine the weight of the sulfur. 

802.  alone D:  separated from others 
S:  The boy thought he was alone in the woods until he heard voices. 

803.  leastwise D:  anyway 
S:  Leastwise, I had finished my homework before the power went off. 

804.  front D:  outward; facing forward 
S:  The paperboy left the paper on the front porch. 
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805.  broke D:  penniless 
S:  I was broke after spending all my money on vacation. 

806.  promote D:  to advance in station 
S:  The general will promote the private to corporal. 

807.  quail D:  a small American game bird 
S:  The quail flew from cover, startling the hunter. 

808.  beginning D:  start; the first part 
S:  In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. 

809.  pulley D:  a simple machine consisting of a grooved wheel and a rope 
S:  The mechanic attached a pulley to raise the engine for repairs. 

810.  broadcast D:  a single radio or television program 
S:  The basketball game was broadcast over radio. 

811.  houses D:  buildings for humans to live in 
S:  There are four houses for sale in our neighborhood. 

812.  behalf D:  on my side; support; interest 
S:  The witness spoke in behalf of the defendant. 

813.  dangerous D:  likely to cause injury or pain 
S:  A sharp knife can be dangerous. 

814.  forced D:  not voluntary; compulsory 
S:  The boy was forced to go to the dentist. 

815.  warriors D:  men experienced in war 
S:  The warriors attacked the fort. 

816.  lighted D:  to set on fire 
S:  The lighted kerosene lamp brightened the room. 

817.  college D: a school offering specialize instruction 
S:  A college education is necessary for many professions. 

818.  hammering D:  to strike repeatedly with a hammer 
S:  The carpenter was hammering the nails into the siding. 

819.  other D:  being the remaining one or two more 
S:  The teacher chose the other student, not me. 

820.  sliding D:  to move quietly and smoothly; glide 
S:  Sliding down hills on a sled is great fun. 

821.  helpful D:  giving of service 
S:  The helpful child did chores around the house. 

822.  bucket D:  a deep, rounded, flat-bottomed container 
S:  The bucket was full of water. 

823.  anchor D:  a heavy object lowered into the water to keep a ship from drifting 
S:  The anchor caught on the river bottom. 

824.  loaded D:  to put something to be carried into or upon; filled 
S:  The ship was loaded with wheat. 

825.  streets D:  public roads in  city 
S:  The streets in the city were paved with concrete. 

826.  breeze D:  a light current of air 
S:  The cool breeze in the evening felt good after the hot day. 

827.  above D:  in or at a higher place; overhead; up 
S:  The plane flew above the clouds to avoid the storm. 

828.  juice D:  the extractable fluid contents of cells or tissues 
S:  The juice of the lemon has a sour taste. 
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829.  crammed D:  stuffed; packed tightly 
S:  All of the clothes for the vacation were crammed into one bag. 

830.  skidded D:  to fail to grip the highway 
S:  The truck skidded on the icy pavement. 

831.  dining D:  to eat a meal 
S:  We enjoyed dining at the fancy restaurant. 

832.  meeting D:  an act of coming together 
S:  The class held a meeting to plan the party. 

833.  special D:  distinguished by some unusual quality 
S:  My birthday was a special day. 

834.  bunch D:  to form a group or cluster 
S:  Fifty-two grapes were clustered into one bunch. 

835.  errands D:  a short trip taken to take care of business 
S:  Mother had several errands to run today. 

836.  halves D:  two equal parts 
S:  We divided the candy bars into halves so we could all have some. 

837.  refreshing D:  to serve to refresh 
S:  Iced tea is refreshing on a hot day. 

838.  woman D:  an adult female person 
S:  The woman gave birth to her first child. 

839.  dragged D:  to draw heavily or slowly 
S:  The farmer dragged the heavy bag of beans into the barn. 

840.  sleeves D:  a part of a garment covering the arm 
S:  She wanted a dress with long sleeves for the winter. 

841.  sizzling D:  to make a hissing noise 
S:  My grandmother had the bacon sizzling in the pan. 

842.  lonesome D:  having or causing a lonely feeling 
S:  He was lonesome after being away from home for three months. 

843.  island D:  a tract of land surrounded by water 
S:  Hawaii is a beautiful island. 

844.  collar D:  a band worn around the neck 
S:  We put a flea collar on our dog. 

845.  elsewhere D:  in or to another place 
S:  Not finding the keys in the ignition, the driver looked elsewhere. 

846.  nowhere D:  not in any place 
S:  Nowhere in the book does it tell about plants. 

847.  another D:  an addition; one more 
S:  Jesus said that we should love one another even as He loves us. 

848.  honor D:  good name; public esteem 
S:  It is an honor to win an Olympic medal for one’s country. 

849.  dismounted D:  to alight from an elevated position 
S:  The cowboy dismounted from his horse. 

850.  holiday D:  a day marked by a general suspension of work 
S:  Christmas is a holiday. 

851.  contrary D:  wholly different; opposed 
S:  Contrary to his parent’s advice, the boy spent all of his money. 

852.  overalls D:  a pair of protective trousers worn over regular clothes 
S:  The mechanic always wears overalls while at work. 
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853.  propel D:  to drive forward or onward 
S:  To propel a boat you can use oars or a motor. 

854.  closed D:  ended 
S:  The church service closed with a hymn. 

855.  cheeks D:  the side of the face below the eye 
S:  The cold weather made his cheeks red. 

856.  purpose D:  aim; intent; plan 
S:  His purpose in going to his friend was to help him. 

857.  craters D:  a bowl shaped hold in the earth 
S:  The crashing meteor formed two craters in the earth. 

858.  highest D:  having a large extension upward; tallest 
S:  Mount Everest is the highest peak on earth. 

859.  patent D:  an official document conferring a right or privilege 
S:  The inventor applied for a patent on his new invention. 

860.  strict D:  severe in discipline 
S:  His parents were strict but fair. 

861.  rifle D:  a firearm to be shot from the shoulder 
S:  The hunter fired his rifle at the wild boar. 

862.  salvation D:  a deliverance from the power and effects of sin 
S:  Jesus died and rose again so that we might receive salvation. 

863.  install D:  to place into position 
S:  The carpenter was to install new cabinets. 

864.  filled D:  completed; made full 
S:  Two quarts of water filled the jar to overflowing. 

865.  modern D:  of the present or recent times 
S:  Car phones are a modern invention. 

866.  upper D:  higher in physical position, rank, or branch 
S:  They sat in the upper deck at the ballpark. 

867.  slope D:  something that slants 
S:  The children enjoyed riding down the slope on their sleds. 

868.  remain D:  to be left; to stay 
S:  The students had to remain in their seats until the bell rang. 

869.  wished D:  to want 
S:  He wished for a new bike for his birthday. 

870.  finance D:  to raise or provide funds 
S:  We asked the bank to finance our new house. 

871.  regaining D:  to gain possession of again 
S:  The skater continued his routine after regaining his balance. 

872.  chorus D:  a company of singers 
S:  The chorus sang a folk song at the concert. 

873.  ashamed D:  feeling guilt or disgrace 
S:  The boy was ashamed after he took his friend’s money. 

874.  feeling D:  to examine by search to touching 
S:  He was feeling around in the dark looking for the light switch. 

875.  vowel D:  a letter used in the English language 
S:  The letter e is a vowel. 

876.  tightened D:  to become tight or tighter 
S:  The sailor tightened the knot so the rope wouldn’t come undone. 
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877.  animals D:  living organisms capable of moving about 
S:  We went to the zoo to see the animals. 

878.  violate D:  to do harm to a person 
S:  When the hunters trespass, they violate another person’s rights. 

879.  maybe D:  perhaps 
S:  Maybe we will go to the fair on Friday. 

880.  dishes D:  more or less concave vessels from which food is served 
S:  After all the food was eaten, the dishes had to be washed. 

881.  explained D:  to make plain or understandable 
S:  The teacher had explained how to solve the math problems. 

882.  amount D:  the total number or quantity 
S:  The amount needed to purchase the new bike was ninety dollars. 

883.  swerved D:  to turn asked abruptly from a straight line 
S:  The driver swerved to avoid the squirrel. 

884.  struck D:  to strike or hit 
S:  I struck the match to light the bonfire. 

885.  paper D:  a thin wood product used to write on 
S:  He needed paper for his notebook. 

886.  thirsty D:  deficient in moisture 
S:  Working in the sun can make you thirsty. 

887.  sticky D:  covered with an adhesive substance 
S:  His fingers were sticky after working on his art project. 

888.  quills D:  the follow shafts of feathers 
S:  A long time ago, people used quills as pens. 

889.  traffic D:   the vehicles, pedestrians, ships, or planes moving along a route 
S:  The traffic was heavy on the expressway over the holiday weekend. 

890.  potato D:  the starchy tuber of a plant of the nightshade family 
S:  The potato was cut into slender pieces for French-fries. 

891.  scalded D:  to burn with hot liquid or steam 
S:  The steaming water scalded my wrist when I spilled it. 

892.  tearing D:  to separate into parts; pull apart by force 
S:  The baby was tearing pages out of the book. 

893.  children D:  young people between infancy and youth 
S:  Most children start school when they are five years old. 

894.  screamed D:  the act of having made a loud sharp penetrating shout or noise 
S:  George screamed to let the searchers know his location in the cave. 

895.  forest D:  a covering of trees 
S:  The forest was filled with pine trees. 

896.  hello D:  an expression or gesture of greeting 
S:  When someone calls, we usually say “hello” as a greeting. 

897.  relish D:  something served to add flavor to the dish 
S:  The horseradish relish made the roast beef sandwich taste zestier. 

898.  difficulty D:  the state of being hard to do or difficult 
S:  The strong winds added another difficulty to the climbers’ task. 

899.  showed  D:  to have presented 
S:  At the fair, the students showed their prize-winning cabbages. 

900.  blown D:  made by blowing; swollen with gas 
S:  Air was blown into the tire to keep the tire inflated. 
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901.  appear D:  to step forward 
S:  In court, the defendant had to appear before the judge. 

902.  presume D:  to suppose to be true 
S:  I presume that you will be on time. 

903.  these D:  meaning them or those 
S:  These were the best stories from the class. 

904.  cough D:  the act of expelling air from the lungs suddenly with a loud sound 
S:  When his cough became worse, his mother took him to the doctor. 

905.  session D:  a period of time in a day or year 
S:  The first session of the seminar was early in the morning. 

906.  radish D:  a plant of the mustard family with an edible red or white root 
S:  The radish is a tasty vegetable that is grown in gardens. 

907.  method D:  a plan or belief 
S:  The method of addition is to total two numbers together. 

908.  statement D:  a report of facts or opinions 
S:  A statement made by the President was quoted in the newspaper. 

909.  befriend D:  to act as a friend 
S:  It is good to befriend someone in trouble. 

910.  ordinary D:  customary; usual; common 
S:  It was an ordinary daily occurrence. 

911.  concrete D:  a hard, compact substance used in bridges, buildings, etc. 
S:  They poured concrete for the foundation of the building. 

912.  translate D:  to express in different words 
S:  We had to translate everything for the Japanese transfer student. 

913.  rolling D:  moving along by turning over and over 
S:  The children had fun rolling down the hill. 

914.  warning D:  notice given in advance 
S:  The TV station announced a tornado warning. 

915.  brother D:  a male related to one by having the same parents 
S:  Sally has a new baby brother. 

916.  spread D:  stretch out; open out; lay out 
S:  She spread out the blanket. 

917.  walking D:  going on foot 
S:  They went walking through the park. 

918.  finger D:  one of the five slender divisions that end the hand 
S:  He put the ring on her finger. 

919.  alert D:  keen and watchful 
S:  He was alert to the danger at that crossing. 

920.  booth D:  a small enclosed place 
S:  She went into the booth to vote. 

921.  weaker D:  less strong 
S:  His illness was making him weaker. 

922.  making D:  bringing into being; putting together 
S:  She is making a shelf to put up in the closet. 

923.  driven D:  made to go 
S:  The car was driven away. 

924.  foreman D:  man in charge of a group of workers 
S:  Mr. Smith is a foreman at the shop. 
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925.  apiece D:  for each one; each 
S:  These apples cost ten cents apiece. 

926.  minister D:  clergyman serving a church 
S:  My minister is a kind and helpful person. 

927.  laughter D:  sound or act of laughing 
S:  The room was filled with laughter. 

928.  mostly D:  almost all 
S:  Her dress was mostly red. 

929.  grade D:  a division of elementary or high school 
S:  She was promoted to the sixth grade. 

930.  truck D:  a strongly build motor vehicle for carrying heavy loads 
S:  Her dad drives a truck. 

931.  footprints D:  marks or impressions made by feet 
S:  I saw the footprints of a deer in the sand. 

932.  cracked D:  broken without separating into parts 
S:  He suffered three cracked ribs from the fall. 

933.  slipped D:  go or move smoothly, quietly, easily, or quickly 
S:  She quietly slipped out of the room. 

934.  radio D:  apparatus for sending or receiving sound waves 
S:  I enjoy listening to music on the radio. 

935.  scout D:  person sent out to get information 
S:  A scout from the college was at the game. 

936.  school D:  place fore teaching and learning 
S:  He learned how to do algebra at school. 

937.  daylight D:  light of day 
S:  She was up at daylight. 

938.  asked D:  tried to find out; inquired 
S:  She was asked for her cake recipe. 

939.  flight D:  act or manner of flying 
S:  A flock of geese in flight is a welcome sight in spring. 

940.  ticket D:  card or piece of paper that gives its holder a right or privilege 
S:  She lost her ticket to the concert. 

941.  gloomy D:  full of gloom; dark; dim 
S:  It was gloomy winter day. 

942.  union D:  joining together of two or more things to make a whole 
S:  Their marriage seems to be a perfect union. 

943.  blankets D:  covering used to keep people or animals warm 
S:  It was so cold, we put extra blankets on the bed.  

944.  eaten D:  chewed and swallowed 
S:  He has eaten his supper. 

945.  rabbits D:  small burrowing mammals with long ears and a fluffy tail 
S:  The rabbits ate the beans in our garden. 

946.  chased D:  to follow as if the capture 
S:  The brother chased his sister around the backyard. 

947.  stooped D:  to bend down 
S:  The man stooped down to pick up the dime. 

948.  already D:  by or before the given or implied time 
S:  We are already done with the project by lunchtime. 
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949.  tennis D:  a game where two or four players hit a ball across a net 
S:  The tennis champion won every tournament. 

950.  policeman D:  an officer of the law 
S:  One policeman patrolled the area at night. 

951.  circle D:  equal distant points from the center 
S:  We drew a circle in geometry class. 

952.  woody D:  of or pertaining to wood 
S:  The area behind our school was woody. 

953.  ancient D:  old; in ancient time 
S:  Warriors wore armor in ancient times. 

954.  written D:  to write 
S:  The doctor had written the instructions on the form. 

955.  doubtful D:  in doubt; not definite 
S:  Because of the rain, the starting time for the game was doubtful. 

 


